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Abstract:
Investment is the assurance of money to capital to acquire financial instrument or assets in order to gain profitable
return in the form of interest, income, or appreciation of the value of the instrument. It is related to saving or deferring
expenditure. The purpose of this paper is to study the various investment avenues available to the banks. The significance
of the study lies in the fact that it help to understand that bank invest their money after getting ensured about the
expected returns on Investment. It also will provide information about various money market instruments available for
banks for investment purpose.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
The purpose of this paper is to study the various investment avenues available to the banks. Basically banks
required to invest money in certain mandatory investments specified by the Reserve Bank of India. Thereafter
for the purpose of risk mitigation banks do some excess investments. So this paper attempts to know the
different types of investment that Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd., Karad has done and the yield the
earned from the same during the study period.

This analysis utilizes the various data spread over 5 years commencing from 2011-2012 to 2015-2016. The
research is based on data available in financial reports i.e. Annual report and data obtained from treasury
department of the Karad Urban Co-Operative Bank Ltd., Karad.

The significance of the study lies in the fact that it help to understand that bank invest their money after
getting ensured about the expected returns on Investment. It also will provide information about various
money market instruments available for banks for investment purpose.

2. Objectives:
 To understand the avenues available for investment with respect to Banks or financial institutions.
 To do the investment analysis of Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd., Karad.
 To study the mandatory and excess investment made by the Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd., Karad

and yield earned.

3. Investment:
An investment should be planned in such a way as to assist the business to attain its monetary goals. An
investment is a combination of investment types all held simultaneously, and is a method of declining or
restraining the risk associated with investing.

Investment is the assurance of money to capital to acquire financial instrument or assets in order to gain
profitable return in the form of interest, income, or appreciation of the value of the instrument. It is related to
saving or deferring expenditure. Investment is concerned in many area of the economy, such as business
management and finance no matter for households, firms, or governments.
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An investment involves the choice by a person or a business after a few analysis or through, to put cash in an
instrument or asset, such as assets, commodity, stock, bond, financial derivatives (future or options), that has
certain level of risk and provides the chances of generating returns over a period of time.

Types of Investment available For Banks:

A) Mandatory Investment:
(i) Statutory Liquidity Ratio (SLR):
SLR is used by bankers & indicated the minimum proportion of deposits that bank has to preserve in form of
gold, cash or standard securities. As a part of prudential guidelines provided by the central bank of India the
member banks require to maintain a portion of their deposits in liquid assets. These liquid assets can be cash,
gold or government securities. The ratio of prescribed liquid investment to deposits is termed as statutory
liquidity ratio. In India, bank invests in bonds issued by the Government and notified by the Reserve Bank of
India as qualifying for SLR to meet the prescribed ratio. The current, prescribed statutory liquidity ratio for
bank is 21.25% of their deposits. SLR is occasionally used as monetary policy too and the stipulation is made
by authorities, keeping in mind the monetary policy objectives.

(a) Government Securities:
A government Securities is a bond or other type of debt obligation that is issued by a government with a
promise of repayment upon the security's maturity date. Government Securities are usually considered low-
risk investments because they are backed by the taxing power of a government.

The bank has to maintain SLR in the form of government securities including central government securities &
state government securities with RBI Statutory General Ledger (SGL) A/c.
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(b) Treasury Bill:
These are short term liabilities of government of India. It is a issue for 91 days, 182 days and 364 days. It is
issue at discount to the face value and at the end of maturity of the face value is paid. The rate of discount and
corresponding issue price are determined at each option.

Classification of SLR Investment:
The entire investment portfolio of the banks they should be classified under three categories:

1. Held to Maturity (HTM)
Investments classified under HTM need not be marked to market and will be carried at achieving cost, unless
it is more than the face value, in which case the premium should be amortized over the period remaining to
maturity.

 Banks may recognize any decrease, other than temporary, in the value of their investments in
subsidiaries.
 The need to determine whether weakness has occurred is a continuous process and the need for such
determination will being in the following condition:-

a) Happening of an impairment which includes:

 The company has defaulted in repayment of its debt obligations.
 The loan amount of the company with any bank has been restructured.
 The credit rating of the company has been downgraded to below investment grade.

b) When the company has losses for a continuous period of three years and the net worth has consequently
been reduced by 25% or more.

c) The company or the project has not achieved break-even within the gestation period as originally
envisaged.

The securities acquired by the banks with the purpose of hold them up to maturity will be classified under
‘Held to Maturity (HTM)’ category. Banks are allowed to include investment under HTM category up to 25%
of their total investments.

Profit on sale of investments in this category should be first taken to P & L Account and thereafter be
appropriated to the ‘Capital Reserve Account’ net of taxes and amount required to be transferred to Statutory
Reserves.

2. Available for Sale (AFS)
The individual scrip in the category will be marked to market at quarterly or at more frequent intervals.
Domestic Securities and foreign investments under this group shall be valued scrip-wise and depreciation/
appreciation shall be aggregated for investment classifications (Government securities), Shares, Debentures &
Bonds, Subsidiaries and/or joint ventures abroad and other investments.

3. Held for Trading (HFT)
The individual scrip in the HFT category will be marked to market at monthly or at more frequent intervals
and provided for as in the case of those in the AFS category. Consequently, the book value of the individual
securities in this category would also not undergo any change after marking to market.

B) Excess Investment:
(i) Non-SLR Investment
Besides the investment in loans and advances provided to businesses & individuals, RBI has also allowed
banks to invest in various capital market instruments such as stocks & bonds issued by public & private sector
companies & commercial papers. In addition, bank is also allowed to invest in various mutual fund schemes.
Unlike SLR investment, there is no compulsion on banks to invest in their investments. Investment is entirely
guided by commercial considerations & many such investments are in accordance with the prescribed
guidelines.
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a) Bonds: Money to an entity which borrows the funds for a defined period of time at a variable or fixed
interest rate. Bonds are used by companies, municipalities, states and sovereign governments to raise money
and finance a variety of projects and activities. Owners of bonds are debt holders, or creditors, of the issuer.
b) Shares: Shares are units of ownership interest in a corporation or financial asset that provide for an
equal distribution in any profits, if any are declared, in the form of dividends. The two main types of shares
are common shares and preferred shares. Physical paper stock certificates have been replaced with electronic
recording of stock shares, just as mutual fund shares are recorded electronically.
c) Fixed Deposits: A fixed deposit (FD) is a financial instrument provided by banks which provides
investors with a higher rate of interest than a regular savings account, until the given maturity date. It may or
may not require the creation of a separate account.
d) Mutual Funds: A mutual fund is a financial intermediary that pools the savings of investors for
collective investment in a diversified portfolio of securities. A fund is mutual as all of its returns, minus its
expenses, are shared by the funds investors.

"A mutual fund in India can raise resources through sale of units to the public."
A mutual fund serves as a link between the investors and the securities market b mobilizing savings from the
investors and investing them in the securities market to generate returns.
e) Commercial Papers
A commercial paper is an unsecured short-term promissory note, negotiable and transferable by endorsement
and delivery with a fixed maturity period. It is generally issued at a discount by the leading creditworthy and
highly rated corporate. Depending upon the issuing company, a commercial paper is also known as financial
paper, industrial paper, or corporate paper. It is an important money market instrument for raising short term
finance commercial paper of 91 to 180 days maturity is being floated.
f) Certification of Deposit
Certification of deposit is unsecured, negotiable, short-term instruments in bearer from, issue by commercial
banks and development financial institutions. A certificate issued by a bank to a person depositing money for
a specified length of time at a specified rate of interest.

g) Corporate Bonds
A corporate bond is a bond issued by a corporation in order to raise financing for a variety of reasons such as
to ongoing operations, M and A, or to expand business. The term is usually applied to longer term debt
instruments, with maturity of at least one year.

A corporate bond is a debt security issued by a corporation and sold to investors. The backing for the bond is
usually the payment ability of the company, which is typically money to be earned from future operations. In
some cases, the company's physical assets may be used as collateral for bonds.

4. Case study of Karad Urban Co- Operative Bank:
The Karad Urban Co-op. Bank Ltd., Karad, has become a prominent name in Urban Banking Sector of
Maharashtra. In 1917, it was established as a Co-operative Urban Credit Society. It was subsequently
transformed into a Bank. The Bank was able to achieve all round progress due to continuous efforts of
Chairman, Dr. D.S. Erram and other board members. Till 1993, the Bank had only 8 branches in Satara
District. Since then, it has expanded its business in other well developed districts of Maharashtra such as
Sangli, Kolhapur, Solapur, Ratnagiri, Pune and Mumbai. The bank was able to increase number of customers
from these districts. After considering the need, demand and tremendous business opportunities, the bank
officials decided to establish branches in other districts of Maharashtra i.e. Raigad, Ahamadnagar, by making
necessary amendments in bye-laws of the bank.

Due to professional approach of Management, bank made good progress in the last decade. In the year of
1999-2000, it was granted with the "Scheduled Status", as a mark of its financial health, progress and
confidence of the public. Now, the management is planning to go Multi-State by opening new branches in
Ahmedabad and Belgaum in Gujarat and Karnataka state respectively. Bank has a vision of becoming a multi-
state scheduled co-operative bank and has targeted to achieve Rs.3000crs of mix business. Tuning with
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competitive banking scenario, bank has plan for introducing core banking solution and to offer integrated
services to its customer.

Investment Analysis of Karad Urban Co-Operative Bank Ltd., Karad:
Table No.1: Statement Showing Deposits & Loans

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Deposits 1407.34cr 1666.97cr 1970.20cr 2304.35cr 2553.45cr

Loans 926.02cr 1073.42cr 1228.73cr 1440.98cr 1639.10cr

Source: Annual Reports of Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd., Karad

Table no. 1 shows that the amount of deposits and loans for the financial year 2011-12 are Rs.1407.34cr and
926.02cr respectively, for financial year 2012-13 Rs.1666.97cr and 1073.42cr respectively, for financial year
2013-14 Rs.1970.20cr and 1228.73cr respectively, for financial year 2014-15 Rs.2304.35cr and 1440.98cr
respectively, and for financial year 2015-16 Rs.2553.45cr and 1639.10cr respectively. Thus it can be
understood by the above graph that the total business of Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd., Karad is
increasing continuously during the study period.

Position of CD Ratio & ID Ratio:
Table No.2: Statement showing CD Ratio & ID Ratio

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

CD Ratio 65.80% 64.39% 62.37% 62.53% 64.19%

ID Ratio 30.00% 31.05% 36.33% 35.81% 34.47%

Source: Annual Reports of Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd., Karad
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Interpretation:
The above table depicts the relation between CD & ID ratio. The ideal CD ratio is 64%.  The CD ratio

has decreased from 2011-12 to the year 2014-15 and vice versa the ID ratio has improved during the year
2015-16 the CD ratio has improved and ID ratio decreased to 34.47%

Position of CRR &SLR (Cash Reserve Ratio & Statutory Liquidity Ratio):
Table No.3: Statement Showing CRR & SLR

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

CRR 4.75% 4% 4% 4% 4%

SLR 25% 25% 25% 21.50% 21.50%

Source: Annual Reports of Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd., Karad

Interpretation:
As per above table & graph of CRR & SLR, RBI is order to maintain CRR & SLR is time to time, for year
2011-12 CRR are 4.75% respectively, then for year 2012-13 to 2015-16 it is decrease in 4% after that they
stable for next four year. In the case of SLR for years 2011-12 to 2013-14 is stable then SLR decrease from
25% for next two year.

Position of HTM & AFS:
Table No.4: Statement Showing HTM & AFS

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

HTM 289.38cr 378.49cr 457.57cr 511.22cr 511.11cr

AFS 75.21cr 43.56cr 172.25cr 203.29cr 253.84cr

Source: Based on Primary data
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Interpretation:
The above graph explains the Position of HTM & AFS of Karad urban bank ltd. The amount of HTM & AFS
for financial year 2011-12 are Rs.289.38cr and 75.21cr respectively, for financial year 2012-13 Rs. 378.49cr
and 43.56cr respectively, for financial year 2013-14 Rs.457.57cr and 172.25cr respectively, for financial year
2014-15 Rs. 511.22cr and 203.29cr respectively, and for financial year 2015-16 Rs.511.11cr and 253.84cr
respectively.

As per the table and graph it is shown the increased their investment on government securities every financial
year.

Position of Investment in Money Market:
Table No. 5: Statement Showing Investment in Money Market

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Repo Int. 133.64 lc 161.66 lc 94.81 lc 119.74 lc 27.54 lc

CBLO Int. - - - 65.78 lc 24.47 lc

Mutual Fund Invt. - - - 16.29 lc 72.65 lc

Int. Recd. on LAF - - - - 14.42 lc

Source: Based on Primary data

Interpretation:
As per above table & graph of investment in money market, The Karad Urban Co-operative Bank Ltd.,

it shows investment of excess cash converted funds on day to day basis in money market instrument such as
CROMS, CBLO, LAF and mutual fund etc. In the year 2015-16 investment in Mutual Fund was introduced in
the bank.

Position of Yield on Money Market:
Table No. 6: Statement Showing Yield on Money Market

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Repo Yield 7.41% 8.07% 8.09% 8.17% 7.34%

CBLO Yield - - - 9.18% 6.97%

MF Yield - - - 8.42% 8.09%

LAF Yield - - - - 6.12%

Source: Based on Primary data
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As per above table & graph of yield on money market, it shows the yield on money market investment is
decreased for financial year 2015-16. Repo yield are 7.41% respectively, CBLO yield are 6.97% respectively,
mutual fund yield are 8.09% respectively while LAF (Liquidity Adjustment Facility) yield is 6.12%.

Position of Investment in Non SLR:
Table No.7: Statement Showing Investment in Non SLR

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Investment in Non SLR 6.11cr 8.11cr 8.07cr 8.07cr 12.10cr

Source: Based on Primary data

Interpretation:
As per above table & graph of investment in Non-SLR investment, the amount for financial year 2011-12 are
Rs.6.11cr respectively, for financial year 2012-13 Rs.8.11cr respectively, for financial year 2013-14 Rs.8.07cr
respectively, for financial year it is stable and for financial year 2015-16 Rs. 12.10cr respectively.

As per above table & graph it is shown the increase investment in Non-SLR for every financial year. In the
year 2015-16, there was investment in NHAI & IREDA tax free bonds by the bank.
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Position of Investment in Bank Deposit:
Table No.8: Statement Showing Investment in Bank Deposit

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Investment in Bank Deposits 51.55cr 87.40cr 77.95cr 102.64cr 103.19cr

Source: Based on Primary data

Interpretation:
As per above table & graph of investment in bank deposits, the amount for financial year 2011-12 are Rs.
51.55cr respectively, for financial year 2012-13 Rs. 87.40crrespectively, for financial year 2013-14 Rs.
77.95cr respectively, for financial year 2014-15 Rs. 102.64cr respectively, and for financial year 2015-16 Rs.
103.19cr respectively.
As per above table & graph shown the increase investment in bank deposits for financial year 2011-12 ,2012-
13, 2014-15 and 2015-16, but for financial year 2013-14 its decrease bank deposit investment.

Position of Yield on Portfolio
Table No.9: Statement Showing Yield on Portfolio

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Interest(Int. on GS) 2289.84 3286.92 4430.12 5687.60 6363.21

Interest yield 6.54% 7.25% 7.63% 7.67% 7.84%

Trading Profit 401.71 985.78 790.61 1520.17 221.96

Total Income 2691.55 4272.70 5220.73 7207.77 6585.17

Yield on  Portfolio 7.68% 9.43% 8.99% 9.72% 8.11%

Source: Based on Primary data
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Interpretation:
As per above table & graph of yield on portfolio, the percentage for financial year 2011-12 are 7.68%
respectively, for financial year 2012-13 are 9.43% respectively, for financial year 2013-14 are 8.99%
respectively, for financial year 2014-15 are 9.72% respectively, for financial year 2015-16 are 8.11%
respectively.

As per above table & graph shown the portfolio of karad urban bank ltd., this portfolio of government
securities of karad urban bank ltd.

Position of Segment wise Yield
Table No.10: Statement Showing Segment wise Yield

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

Govt. Securities 7.68% 9.43% 8.99% 9.72% 8.11%

Money Market 7.41% 8.07% 8.09% 8.52% 7.54%

Non SLR 7.93% 5.74% 5.59% 7.38% 9.58%

Bank Deposit 8.11% 9.14% 9.60% 10.33% 9.26%

Total 7.86% 9.63% 9.10% 9.85% 8.36%

Source: Based on Primary data
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Interpretation:
As per above table & graph shown the segment wise yield such as government securities, money market
investment, Non-SLR investment and bank deposit investment. On year to year basis on observation, it can be
noticed that the Non-SLR yield especially has improved as compared to the previous year. There was decrease
trend of interest in the market, the bank has managed to maintain the overall yield to 8.36%.

Position of IDR &IFR (Investment Depreciation Reserves & Investment Fluctuation Reserves)
Table No.11: Statement Showing IDR &IFR

(Investment Depreciation Reserves & Investment Fluctuation Reserves)

Particulars 2011-12 2012-13 2013-14 2014-15 2015-16

IDR 2.30cr 2.30cr 11.55cr 11.55cr 11.55cr

IFR 3.08cr 4.80cr 10.52cr 10.52cr 13.00cr

Source: Based on Primary data

Interpretation:
As per above table & graph of IDR & IFR, the amount of IDR & IFR for the financial year 2011-12 are Rs.
2.30cr and 3.08cr respectively, for financial year 2012-13 Rs. 2.30cr and 4.80cr respectively, for financial
year 2013-14 Rs. 11.55cr and 10.52cr respectively, for financial year 2014-15 its similar to previous year
2013-14, and for financial year 2015-16 Rs. 11.55cr and 13.00cr respectively.

Finding & Conclusions:
1. Bank is mandatory required to maintain SLR & CRR which becomes their mandatory investment.

2. The bank under project study maintains SLR in the form of government securities including central
government securities & state government securities with RBI Statutory General Ledger (SGL) A/c.

3. The bank maintains CRR at the required percentage in the form of cash balance maintained in RBI current
A/c.

4. Besides mandatory investment, the banks has investment in the form of fixed deposits maintained with
other public sector banks, private commercial banks which are mostly line for issuing letter of credit, bank
guarantee and some fixed deposit are given for availing overdraft facility for day to day fund arrangements.

5. Bank also invests the excess cash converted funds on day to day basis in money market investments such as
CROMS, CBLO, LAF etc.
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6. The excess liquidity remaining as per the current CD ratio is being invested in various schemes of liquid
mutual funds.

7. The investment in mutual funds in mostly in liquid schemes and maintain in bank promoted mutual funds
like Axis Mutual Fund, HDFC Mutual fund, SBI Mutual Fund, ICICI Mutual Fund, IDBI Mutual Fund, and
IDFC Mutual Fund etc.

8. The returns in mutual fund investment option are co-operatively higher by 1%-1.25% to other money
market investments.

9. The excess balance remaining offer the day end process in being invested clients under RBI liquidity
adjustment facility from 5.30pm to 7.30.

10. There for optimum utilization of funds in done by investing into better return avenues and similarly they
are investing cash balance in being converted into interest bearing investment efficiently on day to day basis.
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